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Abstract 9	

Mechanisms connecting Antarctic Meltwater Anomalies (AAMA) to surface cooling are 10	

explored through analysis of climate feedbacks in a coupled climate model. In response to 11	

step-changes in meltwater forcing we find that patterns of temperature change are similar to 12	

greenhouse gas (GHG) forcing but have opposite sign. The strength of the cooling induced by 13	

AAMA relative to the warming from GHGs is described in terms of the efficacy of the 14	

respective forcings. We find that AAMA, despite their high latitude location, can generate 15	

global surface temperature changes just as more globally distributed climate forcings such as 16	

GHGs. Increases in AAMA affect global temperatures first by inducing local cooling, which, 17	

if sustained, increases sea-ice extent, reduces atmospheric water vapor and thus atmospheric 18	

greenhouse capacity, leading to more widespread surface cooling. Melt rates ranging from 19	

current observed levels to extreme possibilities lead to a non-linear response which damps the 20	

response to large AAMA. Our results indicate that current and expected melt rates are likely 21	

to result in a noticeable near-term amelioration of CO2-induced warming. AAMA may reduce 22	

global surface warming by as much as 10 to 30% by mid-century in plausible meltwater and 23	

GHG emission scenarios. Larger meltwater injection is conceivable on longer time scales. 24	

Due to non-linearities, such larger melt rates may not yield a response proportionate to 25	



present-day smaller meltwater inputs. We conclude that as this century proceeds, AAMA will 26	

be a key player in future climate change. 27	

 28	

 29	

Introduction 30	

 31	

In recent years it has become clear that the discharge of fresh water from glacial melt into the 32	

open ocean around Antarctica may be playing an important role in recent climate trends and 33	

will be increasingly important for climate change projections (Fig. 1; see, e.g. Rye et al., 34	

2014; 2020, Hansen et al., 2016, Bronselaer et al 2018, Schloesser et al., 2019). However, 35	

there are many uncertainties: the rate and geographical distribution of AAMA, pathways and 36	

dilution rates of meltwaters as they move from melting ice shelves at the margins into the 37	

open ocean, subsequent effects on the upper ocean and sea-ice distributions, air-sea 38	

interaction and the response of the atmosphere above. That said, several recent studies 39	

indicate that AAMA may be an important ‘missing process’ in current climate models whose 40	

inclusion could significantly improve well-documented coupled model biases and their ability 41	

to maintain Antarctic sea ice in a warming world (Fig. 1; e.g. Bronselaer et al 2018, Rye et 42	

al., 2020). 43	

 44	

Antarctic climate trends are strongly influenced by wind changes. It has been argued that 45	

recent Southern Hemisphere climate trends are, directly (Sen Gupta et al., 2009; Kostov et al., 46	

2016; Seviour et al 2016) or indirectly, driven by wind forcing (Abernathy et al., 2016; 47	

Haumann et al., 2016). For example, the modelling and observations work of Haumann et al., 48	

(2016) and Moorman et al., (2020) suggest that the recent trend in Southern Ocean cooling is 49	

driven primarily by changes in wind-driven sea ice transport with glacial fluxes playing a 50	

supporting role. However, Kostov et al., (2018) find that winds alone cannot explain the 51	

observed cooling trends around Antarctica. Rye et al. 2020 note that AAMA is missing in 52	



current models and argue that, when included, can bring modelled climate trends into closer 53	

accord with observed trends. 54	

 55	

 56	

 57	

 58	

 59	

 60	

 61	
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 64	

 65	

 66	

 67	

Figure 1 | Observed global surface temperature change and simulated change for CO2 and 68	

Antarctic Meltwater Anomaly (AMA) forcings. a. Trend in ERA-5 reanalysis surface temperature 69	

1990-2015. b. Trends in GISS-2.1-G surface temperature 25 years after an abrupt 1.5x increase of 70	

CO2. c. Trend in GISS-2.1-G over 25 years following an abrupt 1000 Gt/yr AAMA perturbation 71	

experiment; current AAMA forcing is estimated to be 750 Gt/yr (Rye et al., 2020). d. Climatology of 72	

GISS-2.1-G Sea Surface Temperature (SST). Redline: GISS-2.1-G Sea Ice extent. Green line: 73	

Observed Sea Ice extent. Cyan area: region where AAMA is released in perturbation experiments.  74	

e. i.) AAMA scenarios taken from (red) DeConto and Pollard, (2016) and (blue) Golledge et al., 75	

(2019). Full lines: RCP 8.5. Dashed lines: RCP:4.5. ii.) Equivalent sea level change from Antarctic 76	

meltwater alone, including both grounded ice and floating ice shelve components.  77	

 78	

Here we use the Climate Response Function (CRF) framework (the transient response of key 79	

observable indicators to abrupt ‘step’ changes in forcing – see Supplementary Material, A) 80	



employed in Rye et al (2020) to explore the efficacy of AAMA in affecting global climate 81	

change, enabling us to place AAMA in the context of other drivers, and particularly GHGs. 82	

As summarised in Fig.1(a-c), in response to step-changes in AAMA and an increased GHG 83	

forcing, we find that spatial patterns of temperature response closely mirror that of GHG, but 84	

have the opposite sign. Here the response is summarised in terms of CRFs for key variables 85	

such as sea ice cover, surface temperature, greenhouse capacity and shortwave radiation 86	

anomaly at the top of the atmosphere.  87	

 88	

 89	

Modeled response to Antarctic Meltwater Anomalies 90	

 91	

          A number of studies have recently explored the response of the Southern Ocean (SO) to 92	

perturbations in AAMA. Introduction of anomalous glacial melt simultaneously improves 93	

multiple SO trends consistent with observations (particularly in SST and SIE). The sense of 94	

the response of the SO climate to AAMA in models is broadly consistent across studies (e.g. 95	

Stouffer et al., 2006; Aiken and England 2008; Bintanja et al., 2013 and 2015; Swart and Fyfe 96	

2013; Rye et al., 2014 and 2020; Hansen et al., 2016; Pauling et al., 2016; Bronselaer e t al., 97	

2018; Park and Latif 2018; Merino et al., 2018; Golledge et al., 2019). In addition, the work 98	

of Bronselaer et al., 2018, Golledge et al., 2019; Schloesser et al., 2019 and Mackie et al., 99	

(2020) suggest that increasing Antarctic melt anomaly drives global surface cooling, with the 100	

potential to significantly modify future projections.  101	

        102	

          Here we quantify and explore the mechanisms involved in such a response by utilising 103	

the Goddard Institute for Space Studies Earth System Model, denoted GISS-E2.1-G in the 104	

CMIP6 archive (Kelley et al., 2020). The modelling framework and pre-industrial 105	

climatological state of the coupled model is described in Kelley et al, (2020) and Miller et al 106	

(2020) - see also Supplementary Material (A) for more detail. In our first experiment, we 107	

make a step change in glacial meltwater anomalies imposed around Antarctica. To provide a 108	



reference point we also perform an experiment with an imposed step changes in atmospheric 109	

GHG concentrations enabling us to compare the pattern, timing and amplitude of the 110	

responses.  111	

 112	

We use a range (500 to 30000 Gt/yr) of step-function perturbation experiments 113	

motivated by estimates of GHG driven melt rates by 2100 (Fig. 1e). The combined estimates 114	

of glacial melt from the Antarctic cryosphere (IMBIE 2018, Paolo 2015 and Shepherd et al 115	

2010) suggest an additional glacial melt water flux into the Southern Ocean and Antarctic 116	

Subpolar Seas of between 500-750 Gt/yr over the last decade. Furthermore, future scenarios 117	

suggest a range from 800 Gt/yr to 25000 Gt/yr (32000 Gt/yr = 1Sv) by 2100 (e.g. Golledge et 118	

al., 2019; DeConto and Pollard, 2016).  119	

 120	

Ensembles are employed to average out internal variability and are spawned by 121	

initiating experiments at 20-year intervals from a long control run; the number of ensembles 122	

used is discussed in the supplementary material. Meltwater adds fresh, cold water (due to 123	

extraction of latent heat required to melt the ice) which is released uniformly in the upper 200 124	

meters of the ocean water column in a spatially-uniform manner in line with existing iceberg 125	

melt areas (Schmidt et al., 2014), as indicated in Fig.1d. Perturbation experiments are run for 126	

at least 30 years. Extended 100 year experiments are run for 2x CO2 and 6000 Gt/yr 127	

perturbations (see Supp. Mat. For further details). 128	

 129	

The response of the model to a range in meltwater forcing is shown in figure 2. To 130	

put the forcing magnitudes in context, by the end of this century GHG concentration might be 131	

in the range of 450-950 ppm according to the recently developed Shared Socioeconomic 132	

Pathways (SSPs), with warming in the range of 1.5-4.9°C (e.g. O’Neill et al 2016). The 133	

introduction of Antarctic melt anomalies drives a surface cooling ranging from 0.2 to 1.1 oC 134	

over 30 years after an abrupt increase in AAMA forcing ranging from 500 to 30000 Gt/yr 135	



(~0.015 to ~1 Sv). The surface temperature response is driven by surface cooling in the 136	

Southern Ocean further enhanced by a decline in global greenhouse capacity (the difference 137	

between longwave radiation emitted from the surface and that emitted at the top of the 138	

atmosphere) due primarily to a decline in atmospheric water vapour concentration. Of 139	

secondary importance for the higher AAMA input is an increase in (reflected) outgoing short-140	

wave radiation, primarily associated with an increase in Southern Ocean sea ice extent.  141	

 142	

          Consistent with Schloesser et al., (2019) the response to increasing melt rates is sub-143	

linear: weaker melt rates are found to drive a relatively larger magnitude surface cooling, 144	

whereas the model response ‘levels off’ with stronger melt rates (Figs. 2h, 2i). The response 145	

to increasing melt rates is found to stabilise for forcings above 10000 Gt/yr. The non-linear 146	

response and ultimate stabilization appear to be associated with the limitation on sea ice 147	

growth as AAMA increases. The first 4000 Gt y-1 increases Southern Hemisphere sea ice 148	

extent by about 5x106 km2, while the next 26000 Gt y-1 increases sea ice extent only by the 149	

same amount (Fig. 2a), and it is the cooling induced by sea ice that ultimately drives further 150	

reductions in water vapor (Fig. 2f) and greenhouse capacity (Fig. 2g), in an interactive 151	

feedback. Note that while the sea ice increase also leads to higher planetary albedo (Fig. 2d) 152	

and reduced shortwave forcing (Fig. 2e), these changes are only apparent at the greater 153	

AAMA input, and have a smaller effect on net radiation than does the reduced greenhouse 154	

capacity (Fig. 2c). The non-linear response may also be associated with limits to the 155	

suppression of Antarctic deep water formation (Li et al., 2020).     156	

 157	
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Figure 2| Response of GISS-2.1-G to a range in abrupt AAMA forcing’s for key variables 179	

expressed as Climate Response Functions. Black lines: 500 Gt/yr, dark blue: 1000 Gt/yr, light blue: 180	

2000 Gt/yr, yellow: 4000 Gt/yr, orange: 6000 Gt/yr, red: 10000 Gt/yr, purple: 30000 Gt/yr. a. Southern 181	

Hemisphere Sea Ice Extent. b. Southern Hemisphere (full line) and Northern Hemisphere (dashed line) 182	

surface albedo for 6000 Gt/yr. c. Southern Hemisphere Surface Albedo. d. Planetary Albedo (5-year 183	

smooth). e. Absorbed Solar Radiation (5-year smooth). f. Water Vapour (5-year smooth). g. Green 184	

House Capacity. h. Surface Temperature. i. Change in surface temperature after 30 years against abrupt 185	

AAMA forcing amount.  186	

 187	

In Figures 3 and 4 we present key climate change indicators after 30 years of GHG and 188	

AAMA forcing (the plateau region in the CRF time series shown in Fig. 2) in our coupled 189	

model. We compare the 1.5xCO2 response, roughly corresponding to present day GHG 190	



forcing, to that of 1000 Gt/yr and 6000 Gt/yr, after 30 and 100 years. The former being a 191	

plausible current rate of melting and the latter more appropriate to the end of this century. In 192	

figure 3 we see the familiar global warming patterns in response to GHGs and the cooling 193	

patterns from AAMA. They are similar to mirror-images, except that the GHG response is 194	

largest over northern high-latitudes whereas the AAMA is largest in the south. The area 195	

weighted correlation of surface temperature anomalies driven by GHG and AAMA is around 196	

-0.4. The 6000 Gt/yr is somewhat larger than the 1.5xCO2 response. Note that the interior 197	

ocean uniformly cools under AAMA forcing except around Antarctica, which warms over the 198	

whole water column and is associated with a weakening of Antarctic Bottom Water 199	

production. 200	

 201	

In Figure 4 we map out anomalies in sea ice, planetary albedo, absorbed shortwave radiation, 202	

water vapour, and GHC.  In the warming climate, sea ice reduction is larger in the Northern 203	

Hemisphere associated with its greater climatological extent, while in the AAMA 204	

experiments it increases primarily in the Southern Hemisphere due to the cold freshwater 205	

input. Absorbed shortwave radiation is affected locally by the sea ice changes, but with this 206	

magnitude of AAMA input its impact is minimal, due to the high latitudes and season of 207	

maximum sea ice growth. GHC and water vapour changes maximize in the tropics in both 208	

cases, even though the initial CO2 forcing is global while the AAMA input is at high southern 209	

latitudes.   210	

 211	

In Figure 5 we show the changes in the Ocean Heat Transport (OHT) and Meridional 212	

Overturning Circulation (MOC) for the global ocean. The difference in the response in OHT 213	

highlights the opposing characteristics of the forcing’s (Fig. 5a,c). The GHG forcing case is 214	

associated with an increase in ocean heat transport in the Southern Hemisphere and decrease 215	

in the Northern Hemisphere; the AAMA response apposes this. With increased GHG the 216	

MOC decreases, associated with increased freshening and warming (Fig. 5d). The AAMA 217	



response, in contrast, has a very similar spatial signature to that induced by GHGs, but with 218	

the sign flipped (Fig. 5d,f), and for the opposite reasons. Associated northward ocean heat 219	

transports thus decrease in the North Atlantic with GHG increase (Fig. 5b), and increase with 220	

AAMA, creating opposing temperature patterns in the western North Atlantic (Figs. 3a,c).  221	

 222	

 223	
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 235	

 236	

Figure 3 | Maps and zonal-mean sections of temperature trends in the atmosphere and ocean in 237	

response to GHG and AAMA forcing. Fields are averaged over 30 years for (left) 1.5 CO2 (middle) 238	

1000 Gt/yr and (right) 6000 Gt/yr of AAMA. The temperature scale for each row is the same and 239	

shown on the rhs. 240	

 241	

 242	

 243	

 244	

 245	



Efficacy of Antarctic Glacial Melt forcing relative to other drivers 246	

 247	

 248	
  2xCO2 1.5xCO2 500 Gt 1k Gt 2k Gt 4k Gt 6k Gt 10k Gt 30k Gt 

GST Trend 
(K/yr)  
0-30 yr 

0.06 
±0.02 

0.04 
±0.01 

-0.01 
±0.01 

-0.02 
±0.01 

-0.02 
±0.01 

-0.03 
±0.01 

-0.04 
±0.02 

-0.04 
±0.02 

-0.04 
±0.02 

∆GST (K)  
avg yrs 20-30 

1.50 
±0.31 

1.08 
±0.28 

-0.3 
±0.30 

-0.46 
±0.32 

-0.6 
±0.38 

-0.85 
±0.35 

-0.9 
±0.38 

-1.1 
±0.42 

-1.2 
±0.40 

∆GST (K)  
av 80-100 yr 

1.60 
±0.31 

1.20 
±0.32         -1.28 

±0.42     

α -1.58 
±0.50 

-2.00 
±0.50 

-1.50 
±0.50 

-1.70 
±0.50 

-1.48 
±0.50 

-1.70 
±0.50 

-1.34 
±0.50 

-1.32 
±0.50 

-1.33 
±0.50 

Eα 
   0.87 

±0.30 
1.06 

±0.30 
0.95 

±0.30 
1.07 

±0.30 
0.92 

±0.30 
1.17 

±0.30 
1.2 

±0.30 
1.18 

±0.30 

 249	
Table 1. Radiative forcing and efficacy of AAMA and CO2 forcing | Columns from left to right 250	

show model results for abrupt increases of 2x and 1.5x CO2, together with 500, 1000, 2000, 4000, 251	

6000, 10000 and 30000 Gt/yr AAMA.  Rows from top to bottom show: the change in global surface 252	

temperature (GST) averaged over 30 years (following an abrupt change in forcing); global surface 253	

temperature (GST) anomaly averaged between 25-30 years; global surface temperature (GST) anomaly 254	

averaged between 80-100 years (these numbers are provided for 1.5 x CO2 and 6000 Gt/yr only for 255	

comparison to Richardson et al., (2019)); the feedback parameter, α; the efficacy Eα  estimated from α, 256	

as described by Richardson et al., 2019 and in Supplementary Materials.  257	

 258	

 259	

The global surface air temperature changes in the different GHG and AAMA experiments are 260	

shown in Table. 1. Beginning with the surface air temperature change, the cooling averaged 261	

between years 20-30 for 500 Gt/yr AAMA is about 25-30% of the warming induced by 262	

current CO2 levels over that period. To reach the instantaneous doubled CO2 value of 1.5oC in 263	

that short period would require an input of much greater than 30,000 Gt/yr. This would seem 264	

to be the case even for longer integrations, considering the 6K Gt/yr result after 80-100 years.  265	

 266	



We compare the ability of glacial meltwater input to change the global mean temperature 267	

relative to that of CO2; this ability relative to that of doubled CO2 is termed the ‘efficacy’, 268	

defined here in terms of feedback factors: 269	

 270	

 271	

 272	

where αCO2 is the feedback associated with CO2 and αf the feedback associated with the 273	

forcing in question.  274	

 275	

The feedback factor is calculated using linear regression of the global mean top of the 276	

atmosphere radiative flux change against surface air temperature. A higher feedback 277	

parameter is associated with a smaller climate sensitivity, as less surface air temperature 278	

change is required to restore the climate system to equilibrium. The feedback factors for the 279	

different experiments are shown in Table 1. We see that the feedback factor for glacial melt is 280	

comparable to, but smaller than for increased CO2 for all AAMA forcings. Note also that the 281	

feedback parameter decreases with increasing AAMA rates. This reduction is likely 282	

associated with the high latitude of the glacial meltwater input which is distant from tropical 283	

atmospheric water vapor reservoirs. The increased climate sensitivity which the reduced value 284	

implies may be associated with the high latitude amplification of temperature changes.  285	

 286	

The efficacy based on the feedback parameter at small glacial inputs is slightly greater than 287	

for the current CO2 values, and increases further at inputs greater than 1k Gt/yr. This suggests 288	

that the feedbacks associated with the response to AAMA forcing are similar to the feedbacks 289	

associated with CO2.  290	

 291	

 292	
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Figure 4 | Maps of climate trends highlighting mechanisms between GHG, AAMA and warming, 315	

cooling.  Fields are averaged over 30 years for (left) 1.5 CO2 (middle) 1000 Gt/yr and (right) 6000 316	

Gt/yr of AAMA. Row 1 shows decadal trends in Sea Ice cover, Row 2 trends in Planetary Albedo, 317	

Row 3 trends in the Absorbed Solar Radiation, Row 4, trends Water Vapour and Row 5 trends in Green 318	

House Capacity. The scales for each row are the same and shown on the rhs. 319	

 320	



 321	

 322	

 323	

 324	

 325	

 326	

 327	

 328	

 329	

 330	

 331	

 332	

Figure 5 | Ocean heat transport and overturning. a-c. Zonal-mean northward ocean heat transport 333	

anomaly, red lines: for 1.5xCO2. Blue lines: for 6000 Gt/yr AAMA forcing. Anomaly is averaged over 334	

years 20-30 following an abrupt change in forcing. a. Global average values. b. Atlantic. c. Indian + 335	

Pacific. d-f. Trend in meridional overturning function. Fields are averaged over 30 years for (left) 336	

1.5xCO2 (middle) 1000 Gt/yr and (right) 6000 Gt/yr of AAMA.  337	

 338	

 339	

Various approaches to determining efficacy have been explored in our study, as presented in 340	

Supplementary Material (B), and all yield broadly similar results. It is important to realize 341	

that the process by which AAMA influences global climate differs from that of other  342	

forcings in that it is initially very much local, and the local cooling only gradually extends its 343	

effect to the global domain through (mainly) water vapor feedbacks. Thus, a standard 344	

approach to determining efficacy, in which the instantaneous or effective radiative forcing is 345	

compared with the ultimate temperature response, is less useful here. Instead of using 346	

instantaneous forcing, in the supplementary materials we use the average forcing over the first 347	

20-30 years; this produces results identical to the feedback factor approach described above.  348	



 349	

Discussion and Conclusions 350	

 351	

We have found that plausible Antarctic glacial melt rates of a few 1000 Gt/yr can elicit a 352	

cooling response that significantly ameliorates expected GHG warming – see Figs. 2h&i. 353	

Making use of linear convolution theory and assuming a relationship between global surface 354	

temperature anomaly and AAMA as suggested by DeConto and Pollard, (2016) or Golledge 355	

et al., (2019), we expect that by mid-century cooling by AAMA forcing may reduce global 356	

warming by 10 to 30% (see the discussion in Supplementary Materials (C)). This is broadly 357	

consistent with the direct scenario studies of Bronselaer et al., 2018 and Golledge et al., 2019. 358	

The non-linearity of the response to forcing amplitude, clearly exposed by our CRF approach 359	

and our mechanistic exploration, enables us to rationalise these results. We conclude that if 360	

current trends in Southern Ocean continue, along with associated surface freshening, cooling 361	

and sea ice stabilisation/expansion, AAMA is likely to constitute an important player in 362	

climate projections. In many respects the associated temperature change, induced globally 363	

and in all three-dimensions, is similar but approximately opposite to that associated with 364	

GHGs. This includes temperature changes of both signs associated with altered heat 365	

transports by AMOC changes, increased into the North Atlantic with AAMA, decreased with 366	

increasing CO2. If GHG levels follow an extreme scenario, however, our results suggest that 367	

the cooling effect of plausible AAMA melt rates will be overwhelmed by the end of the 368	

century.  369	

 370	

The mechanism that drives a global response to localised high-latitude freshwater input is of 371	

great importance and interest. The forcing associated with glacial meltwater input is focused 372	

on high latitudes, rather than having the immediate global shortwave reach of solar and 373	

aerosol forcing. However, it subsequently acts in a broadly similar way to globally distributed 374	

forcings, initiating climate feedbacks and producing temperature changes with similar 375	



efficacy, temperature changes which extend globally, including in the tropics. This ability of 376	

high latitude aspects of the climate system to initiate such global responses if sustained over 377	

time is reported in, for example, Rind et al. (1995). Nevertheless, high latitude forcing of 378	

global climate is often discounted, based on the observed inability of volcanoes poleward of 379	

50° latitude to generate a noticeable global temperature change.  380	

 381	

Finally, our perturbation experiments are unable to represent feedbacks between AAMA and 382	

the climate. Assuming that the rate of AAMA is a function of global surface temperature, 383	

increasing AAMA will reduce surface temperatures and hence, presumably, reduce AAMA 384	

production, thus acting as a negative feedback. However, Bronselaer et al., (2018), argues that 385	

AAMA drives an increase in heat content on the Antarctic shelf and therefore a positive 386	

feedback on AAMA.  Finally, Zelinka et al., 2020, argue that models which have large SO 387	

cloud feedbacks have a particularly high ECS. Such models may exhibit a different efficacy 388	

for AAMA. Experiments of the kind described here need to be carried out with a range of 389	

coupled models to document the robustness of the climate response to AAMA. 390	

 391	
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Supplementary Material:  619	

 620	

(A) Modelling Framework and Experiment design 621	

 622	

1. GISS Model E 623	

We use the NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) earth system model, ModelE. 624	

This configuration integrates Atmosphere, Ocean, Land and Cryosphere components 625	

(Schmidt et al., 2006; Schmidt et al., 2014, Kelley et al, 2020). The Atmosphere comprises 40 626	

vertical levels with a horizontal resolution of 2 x 2.5 degrees. It uses an Arakawa-B grid and a 627	

sigma vertical coordinate extending to 0.1 hPa. The Ocean has 40 vertical levels with 1 628	

degree horizontal resolution on a modified Arakawa C-grid scheme. Vertical mixing uses the 629	

KPP scheme (Large et al., 1996). Mesoscale eddies and isopycnal diffusion are parameterized 630	

by the Gent and McWilliams (1996) scheme with variable coefficients (Visbeck et al., 1997; 631	

Griffies 1998) as described in Marshall et al, 2017 and Kelley et al, 2020. The ModelE sea ice 632	

model consists of two mass layers and four thermal layers. Salinity and tracers are calculated 633	

on mass layers. Sea ice dynamics utilizes the viscous-plastic formulation of Zhang and 634	

Rothrock (2000) and the brine-pocket thermodynamics of Bitz and Lipscomb (1999). 635	

The ice-sheet module is coupled to the ocean through an idealized representation of melting 636	

icebergs, referred to as the implicit ice-berg array. The standard ice-sheet model is not 637	

dynamic and acts to maintain constant ice-sheet mass; excess precipitation onto the Antarctic 638	

continent is collected into the implicit ice-berg array and released into the ocean over a 10-639	

year period. The iceberg array distributes meltwater evenly as defined by the mask shown in 640	

figure 1d. The standard ModelE iceberg mask follows observations of iceberg calving 641	

(Tournadre et al., 2016). Meltwater is distributed evenly in the upper 200 meters. The iceberg 642	

array has climatological annual flux of around 1800 Gt/yr, consistent with observations. 643	

 644	

2. Climate Response Function (CRF) and ensemble technique 645	



  646	

The use of CRFs to probe the response of climate to drivers is briefly reviewed in Marshall et 647	

al., 2014, together with the associated linear convolution theory. Here the CRFs shown in 648	

Figure 2 are estimated as area weighted global averages - unless stated as northern or 649	

southern hemisphere – and are also averaged across ensembles. The number of ensembles 650	

used varies between forcing levels: 10, 5, 3, 1, 1 and 1 for forcings of 500, 1000, 2000, 6000, 651	

10000, 30000 Gt/yr respectively. The Green House Capacity (Figure 2g) is estimated as the 652	

difference between long wave radiation emitted from the surface and long wave emitted away 653	

from the earth at the top of the atmosphere. The Planetary Albedo, Absorbed Solar Radiation 654	

and Water Vapour (Figure 2d-f) are smoothed over a 5-year period to reduce noise from 655	

internal variability. 656	

 657	

3. Limitations of modelling framework 658	

 659	

There are known shortcomings associated with the representation of the Antarctic Subpolar 660	

Seas in relatively low-resolution coupled earth system models such as the one used here. 661	

These models poorly represent features such as the Antarctic slope front (Nakayama et al., 662	

2014, Moorman et al., 2020) and surface winds, particularly the position of the zero wind line 663	

(e.g. Russell et al., 2018). They are also unable to represent many important features such as, 664	

polynyas (e.g. Maqueda 2004), katabatic winds (Barthelemy et al., 2012), and deep-water 665	

formation (England 1992). For example, high resolution, ocean-only modelling studies 666	

suggest that additional melt water may be more constrained to the coast then is found in lower 667	

resolution coupled models, and this is likely to impact the results. 668	

 669	

Our conclusions crucially depend on the effect that glacial meltwater has on sea ice 670	

extent. However the mechanistic connection between the drivers of AAMA, AAMA and sea 671	

ice extent are not fully understood and are very challenging to represent in climate models. 672	



The majority of AAMA over recent decades has been produced in the Bellingshausen 673	

/Amundsen Seas (Pacific Ocean Sector, e.g. Paolo et al. 2015). In this region warm 674	

circumpolar deep water is being drawn onto the shelf where it is able to access the underside 675	

of the ice shelves (Nakayama et al., 2014). The heat content of these shelf waters is observed 676	

to vary on decadal timescales in step with tropical variability (Jenkins 2016), but it is also 677	

suggested to be steadily warming associated with GHG forcing (Holland et al., 2019). Both of 678	

these types of variability are modulated by changes in the surface wind field which is also 679	

affected by anthropogenic forcings – notably stratospheric ozone depletion and CO2 (Miller et 680	

al., 2006 and others). Further, the vulnerability of the Antarctic Ice Shelf to ocean melting is 681	

modulated by specific regional topography and ice shelf geometry that promote additional 682	

non-linearities in melt rate (e.g. Seroussi et al., 2017). Counter-intuitively sea ice extent has 683	

been observed to reduce in the Amundsen/Bellingshausen over recent decades (Parkinson 684	

2019), precisely where model results suggest AAMA-induced sea ice increasing, suggesting 685	

that we may be misrepresenting AAMA transport, local changes in ocean conditions or local 686	

surface atmosphere conditions in our models. Many of the above processes and interactions 687	

are absent or poorly represented in the modelling framework and meltwater experiments 688	

discussed here. 689	

 690	

Despite the above limitations, the coupled model employed here has a remarkably good 691	

climatology, particularly in the southern hemisphere, capturing the seasonal cycle of SST and 692	

sea-ice distribution: see Fig.1, Kelley et al, 2020 and Rye et al., 2020. 693	

 694	

 695	

(B) Determination of Efficacies of climate forcings 696	

 697	

In order to estimate the efficacy of AAMA forcing in driving global surface temperature 698	

change we estimate the response of the model in terms of radiative forcings and associate 699	



these forcings with their respective change in surface temperature. We first estimate the 700	

instantaneous radiative forcing at the TOA by averaging the radiative forcing anomaly at this 701	

level over the first 5 years. The radiative forcing anomaly from AAMA is largest in the first 3 702	

years associated with sea ice growth; this anomaly tends to 0 as the climate adjusts.  703	

 704	

The instantaneous radiative forcing at the top of the atmosphere resulting from 500 Gty/year 705	

glacial water input is of a similar magnitude (with reverse sign) to the current 1.5xCO2 706	

increase, but even the largest meltwater input used only provides 2/3 the magnitude of 707	

radiative forcing of an instantaneous input of 2xCO2. These values will provide one estimate 708	

of glacial meltwater efficacy.  709	

 710	

We calculate an ‘effective radiative forcing’ by using linear regression of global mean TOA 711	

flux change against the global surface air temperature change relative to the baseline 712	

simulation for the first 20 years of the coupled simulations. This ‘regression’ effective 713	

radiative forcing is given by the intercept of the regression line where ΔT = 0 (Gregory, 714	

2004). The approach allows stratospheric, tropospheric, and land surface feedback 715	

mechanisms to operate. As shown in the Table, the values for the glacial meltwater inputs are 716	

somewhat lower than the current CO2 increase and this is true for even the largest meltwater 717	

input. We will use these results to calculate another set of efficacy values.  718	

 719	

An additional ‘effective’ radiative forcing assessment has been used in studies (e.g., 720	

Richardson et al. 2019) to isolate the initial radiative forcing from the system response, by 721	

keeping the SSTs and sea ice fixed to minimize water vapor and cloud feedback. This cannot 722	

be done in the case of glacial melt, since the only way it influences the system initially is by 723	

changing SSTs and sea ice distributions. 724	

 725	



A concern with the instantaneous radiative forcing and effective radiative forcing calculations 726	

is that these diagnostics are designed to assess the impact of an instantaneous change in 727	

atmospheric composition such as an increase in CO2 or sulphate aerosols. In these cases the 728	

temperature anomaly at t=0 is 0 and the radiative anomaly is large, as time progresses the 729	

temperature anomaly increases as the radiative anomaly tends to 0. However, in the case of 730	

meltwater forcing at t=0 both the temperature anomaly and radiative anomaly are close to 0, 731	

AAMA forcing drives an anomaly in the radiative forcing that reaches a maximum in the first 732	

5 years and then trends to 0 as the temperature anomaly tends to a new equilibrium. These 733	

differences in the characteristic response suggest that the instantaneous radiative forcing and 734	

effective radiative forcing may not be well posed to describe the response of the system to a 735	

forcing such as Antarctic melt water that has an impact on the surface temperature by 736	

initiating an increase in sea ice and driving the water vapour feedback. Therefore, an 737	

additional approach to estimating an effective radiative forcing is taken. The surface 738	

temperature anomaly averaged over the last 5 years following an abrupt increase in melt 739	

water forcing is multiplied by the slope of the linear regression of global mean TOA flux 740	

change against the global surface air temperature change relative. The slope of this line is 741	

referred to as alpha, the climate feedback parameter. This additional estimate of forcing is 742	

referred to here as the effective equivalent forcing (Feq).  743	

 744	

Then we determine an “efficacy”, which is defined as the ability of that climate forcing to 745	

generate a surface air temperature change compared to that for 2xCO2. The change of climate 746	

due to glacial meltwater input into the SO is a different type of forcing than others generally 747	

considered. Nevertheless, we can still quantify the resultant radiative forcing and efficacy of 748	

its impact compared to that of other forcing agents. The results are set out in Table 1 and 749	

compared to that from various CO2 forcings. Surface air temperature changes and radiative 750	

forcings for 2xCO2 are first tabulated. Then shown are model responses to glacial meltwater 751	

input varying from 500 Gt/yr (approximately the current situation) to 30,0000 Gt/yr, as well 752	



as the values for 1.5xCO2 chosen to approximately correspond to current levels of GHG 753	

forcing.  754	

 755	

We can compute an efficacy by dividing the temperature response by the appropriate forcing 756	

or parameter, and normalizing that ratio with respect to the same ratio for doubled CO2, i.e., 757	

 758	

 759	

 760	

where F is either the instantaneous forcing or the effective (regression) radiative forcing. 761	

Considering first the efficacy associated with the instantaneous radiative forcing, the smaller 762	

magnitudes of glacial meltwater input has somewhat reduced values compared to that of the 763	

current CO2 level, while greater glacial input has somewhat larger values. The efficacy 764	

considering ‘effective’ radiative forcing is similar to current CO2 levels for small meltwater 765	

input and becomes larger with magnitudes greater than 1k Gt/yr input. 766	

 767	

 768	

 769	

 770	

 771	

 772	

 773	

 774	

 775	

 776	

 777	

 778	

 779	

 780	

 781	



 782	
 783	
 784	
 785	
 786	
 787	

 788	

Table 1. Radiative forcing and efficacy of AAMA and CO2 forcing (Extended table) | 789	

Columns from left to right show model results for abrupt increases of 2x and 1.5xCO2, as well 790	

as 500, 1000, 2000, 4000, 6000, 10000 and 30000 Gt/yr AAMA.  Rows from top to bottom 791	

show the change in global surface temperature (GST) averaged over 30 years (following an 792	

abrupt change in forcing). The average global surface temperature (GST) anomaly averaged 793	

between 25-30 years. Then the average global surface temperature (GST) anomaly averaged 794	

between 80-100 years (these numbers are provided for 1.5 x CO2 and 6000 Gt/yr only for 795	

comparison to Richardson et al., (2019)). Instantaneous radiation forcing at TOA (IRF TOA) 796	

averaged over the first 5 years, Effective Radiative Forcing (ERF), Effective Equivalent 797	

Forcing (EEF), the feedback parameter α , Efficacy estimated from Instantaneous Radiative 798	

 2xCO2 1.5xCO2 500 Gt 1k Gt 2k Gt 4k Gt 6k Gt 10k Gt 30k Gt 

∆GST (K/yr)  
over 30 yr 

 

0.06 
±0.02 

0.04 
±0.01 

-0.02 
±0.01 

-0.02 
±0.01 

-0.02 
±0.01 

-0.03 
±0.01 

-0.04 
±0.02 

-0.04 
±0.02 

-0.04 
±0.02 

∆GST (K)  
20-30 yrs 

 

1.50 
±0.31 

1.08 
±0.28 

-0.3 
±0.30 

-0.46 
±0.32 

-0.6 
±0.38 

-0.85 
±0.35 

-1.1 
±0.38 

-1.3 
±0.42 

-1.3 
±0.40 

∆GST (K)  
80-100 yrs 

 

1.60 
±0.31 

1.20 
±0.32         -1.28 

±0.42     

IRF TOA 
(Wm-2) 

 

2.70 
±0.60 

1.99 
±0.60 

-0.6 
±0.60 

-0.6 
±0.60 

-1 
±0.60 

-1.1 
±0.60 

-1.25 
±0.60 

-1.27 
±0.60 

-1.4 
±0.60 

ERF 
(Wm-2) 

 

3.40 
±0.30 

2.70 
±0.30 

-0.9 
±0.30 

-1 
±0.30 

-1 
±0.30 

-1 
±0.30 

-1.5 
±0.30 

-1.55 
±0.30 

-1.6 
±0.30 

EEF  
(Wm-2)  

 

2.37 
±0.50 

2.16 
±0.50 

-0.69 
±0.50 

-0.85 
±0.50 

-0.88 
±0.50 

-1.44 
±0.50 

-1.47 
±0.50 

-1.6 
±0.50 

-1.7 
±0.50 

α  -1.58 
±0.50 

 

-2.00 
±0.50 

-1.50 
±0.50 

-1.70 
±0.50 

-1.48 
±0.50 

-1.70 
±0.50 

-1.34 
±0.50 

-1.32 
±0.50 

-1.33 
±0.50 

E IRF  

 

20-30yrs 
 

80-100yrs 
  

 

0.98 
±0.30  
0.95 

±0.30 

1.39 
±0.30, 

-  
 

1.5 
±0.30, 

-  
 

1.1 
±0.30, 

-  
 

1.4 
±0.30, 

-  
 

1.6 
±0.30 
1.48 

±0.30 

1.72 
±0.30, 

- 
 

1.68 
±0.30, 

- 
 

E ERF  

 

20-30yrs 
 

80-100yrs 
 

 

0.92 
±0.30 
0.95 

±0.30 

1.16 
±0.30 

- 
  

1.13 
±0.30, 

-  
 

1.36 
±0.30, 

-  
 

1.93 
±0.30, 

-  
 

1.66 
±0.30, 
1.51 

±0.30 

1.76 
±0.30 

-  
 

1.85 
±0.30 

- 
 

E EEF   
 

0.81 
±0.5 

1.06 
±0.5 

0.93 
±0.50 

1.2 
±0.50 

0.93 
±0.50 

1.18 
±0.50 

1.19 
±0.50 

1.2 
±0.50 

E α    
 

0.87 
±0.30 

1.06 
±0.30 

0.95 
±0.30 

1.07 
±0.30 

0.92 
±0.30 

1.17 
±0.30 

1.2 
±0.30 

1.18 
±0.30 

 

Ratio of 
 ERF  

30/100 yrs  
  1.04         0.91     



Forcing EIRF, described in the text. Efficacy estimated from Effective Radiative Forcing EERF. 799	

Efficacy estimated from Equivalent Effective Forcing EEEF. Efficacy estimated from α  800	

feedback parameter. The ratio of Eα estimated after 30 years to that estimated after 100 years.  801	

 802	

 803	

 804	

(C) Exploring global-mean SST from AAMA scenario forcing using CRFs 805	

 806	

Climate Change scenarios which include the effects of AAMA can be explored by assuming a 807	

relationship between global surface temperature anomalies and AAMA forcing levels. We use 808	

the AAMA scenarios of Golledge (2019) and DeConto and Pollard (2016), summarised in 809	

Figure S1a, and employ linear convolution theory. We estimate the degree of AAMA cooling 810	

for a given change in surface temperature. A 21st century GHG+AAMA scenario is inferred 811	

by comparing the amelioration of warming due to AAMA relative to IPCC surface 812	

temperature projections (O’Neil et al., 2016).  813	

 814	

To take account of the fact that AAMA forcing over the 21st century is not likely to be small 815	

perturbation about a constant reference amplitude, a staggered linear convolution theory 816	

(LCT) approach is employed. This is achieved by breaking the time-series into segments of 817	

similar melt rate (i.e. 0-1000, 1000-2000, 2-4000, 4000-8000, 8000-20000) and assuming that 818	

the response to AAMA is linear within each one. The AAMA contribution to temperature 819	

change for each segment is obtained using the LCT approach described by Marshall et al 820	

(2014), Rye et al., (2020). This is then subtracted from the relevant RCP surface temperature 821	

scenario (O’Neil et al., 2016). Such an approach is only able to provide a guide but the results 822	

are of interest and shown in Figure S1. 823	

 824	



Using RCP8.5 and the AAMA scenario of Golledge et al., (2019) (Figure S1b), we see that by 825	

2050, AAMA reduces the impact of GHG warming by between 10 to 30%, (difference 826	

between the GHG scenario, thick red line, and GHG + AAMA scenario blue shaded area, at 827	

2050). Using RCP8.5 and the much larger AAMA scenario of Deconto and Pollard et al, 828	

(2016) (Figure S1c) we find that by 2050 AAMA reduces the impact of GHG warming by 829	

between 20 to 40%. The difference in AAMA cooling between the two scenarios is rather 830	

small, particularly when one notes that the Deconto and Pollard et al, (2016) AAMA forcing 831	

is the largest by a factor of 3 by mid-century. The AAMA cooling impact of 10 to 30% 832	

appropriate for the Golledge et al., (2019) melt rate scenario is therefore preferred. This is the 833	

range quoted in the Abstract. 834	

 835	

 836	

 837	

 838	

 839	

 840	

 841	

 842	

 843	

Figure S1 | Climate Change Scenarios based on CRFs and linear convolution theory. a. The 844	

projected AAMA as a function of temperature anomaly for the high-AAMA scenario of DeConto and 845	

Pollard (2016; blue) and the lower-AAMA scenario of Golledge (2019; red). b-c. Climate Change 846	

scenarios. Red shading: CMIP-5 multi-model spread temperature projections for RCP8.5. Blue 847	

shading: AAMA modified scenario. b. for the Golledge (2019) AAMA scenario. c. for DeConto and 848	

Pollard (2016). b. and c. are estimated using a climate response functions shown in Figure 2 and linear 849	

convolution theory.   850	

 851	



Finally, it should be noted that, as found in Schloesser et al., (2019), the potency of melt 852	

water forcing may be diminished by as much as 50% if both both GHG and AAMA forcing 853	

are active. Our focus in this paper has been to elucidate how glacial meltwater changes can 854	

affect the global climate in isolation of other effects. A range of online scenarios when both 855	

forcings are simultaneously active is clearly needed to take account of such non-linear 856	

interactions. 857	

 858	

 859	
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